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Number of international 
students (2014)

Number of Malaysian 
students (2014)

435,500

16,635

Croeso 
y 

Gymru!

About the 

Manchester is known as the most culturally diverse city in the world. No wonder you can hear 
people speaking 153 languages on the streets of this middle-size city. Manchester is the place 
where all cultures mix and coexist and where local social inclusivity level is exceptional. 

DID YOU KNOW?

London

65 million 

Queen Elizabeth II

David Cameron

Pound Sterling

CAPITAL

POPULATION

CURRENT PRIME MINISTER

CURRENT MONARCH

CURRENCY

On September 9, 2015, 
Queen Elizabeth II became 

the world’s longest-reigning 
monarch, having ruled for an 
astounding 63 years and 217 days 
on that date.

On September 9, 2015, 
Queen Elizabeth II became 

the world’s longest-reigning 

Left-hand side (same as Malaysia)
DRIVES ON THE

Welsh language, 
Wales

Sherwood 
Forest, 

Nottinghamshire

Etihad 
Stadium, 

Manchester

Hadrian’s Wall, 
North England

Edinburgh Castle, 
Edinburgh

Highland Games, 
Dunoon

Nessie, Loch 
Ness

Lake District, 
Northumbria

Stonehenge, 
Wiltshire

Giant’s Causeway, 
County Antrim

Various 
attractions, 

London

Oxford 
University, 

Oxfordshire

Eden Project, 
Cornwall

Cliffs Of 
Dover, Kent
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ENGLAND

SCOTLAND

WALES

NORTHERN 
IRELAND
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE IN THE UK (°C)

BIZARRE LAWS IN THE UK

Committing suicide in the Houses Of Parliament is 
classified as a capital crime.

In many cities, it is illegal to leave baggage 
unattended.

Any boy under the age of 10 may not see a naked 
mannequin.

Placing a postage stamp that bears the Queen (or 
King) upside down is considered treason.

Knocking on someone’s door and running away is 
illegal under the 1839 law. It makes it an offence 
to “wilfully and wantonly disturb any inhabitant by 
pulling or ringing any doorbell or knocking at any 
door without lawful excuse”.

It is legal for a male to urinate in public, as long it 
is on the rear wheel of his motor vehicle and his 
right hand is on the vehicle.
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2nd

INTERESTING
facts ab�t

Studying in the UK

MOST POPULAR
international student 
destination in the world 

in the world 
are in the U.K

TOP 
UNIVERSITIES

out 
of 
100

19

BEST STUDENT 
CITIES
in the world are in 
the U.K

3 out 
of 5

of the Global 
Employability 
University Survey

MADE THE 
TOP 20

5UK 
unis

ahead of the U.S.A., 
Germany, Australia & 
Switzerland

IN THE WORLD

World Uni 
Ranking

If you’ve got a yearning for fish n’ chips, tea and drizzle, you’re 
probably considering undertaking further study in the UK.
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Studying 
in the

UK

During the 2013-14 school year, nearly 435,500 
international students came to study in the U.K. 
Who are these students? Take a look.

TOP 10 places of origin

TOP 5 hosting universities f� undergraduates

U.S.A. 
16,485

China 
87,895

Malaysia
16,635

Hong 
Kong
14,725

Cyprus
10,295

Greece
10,670

France
11,500

Germany 
14,060

India
19,750

Nigeria
18,020

How Many
Int�nati�al Students

 Study Abroad in the UK?

250,000

500,000

0
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

405,805
428,225 435,235 425,260

435,500

University College 
London: 5,940

The University of 
Manchester: 6,380

The University of 
Edinburgh: 5,155

Coventry 
University: 4,425

University of the 
Arts, London: 5,725 
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Engineering (Civil, Mechanical, 
Chemical, Electronic, Electrical)

Computer Science
International students adore 
computer science as it fits our 
technology-obsessed times. The 
new focus on computer science, for 
the moment, suggests how much 
faith we're putting - for our careers 
and our overall future - in the digital 
world. 

The skills acquired by graduates of 
top computer programs often 
attract desirable employers such as 
Apple, Intel, and Google. The 
computer science programme is a 
three year, full-time degree.

University of East London     £10,700
University of Greenwich      £10,850
Middlesex University London     £11,200
Teesside University      £10,750
University of Bedfordshire     £9,750

Imperial College London     £26,000
University College London    £20,700
University of Sheffield     £18,750
The University of Manchester    £20,500
The University of Nottingham    £17,340

Place of Study      Cost/year

Accounting is an excellent degree for 
students who enjoy math and 
statistics. Students will study 
business finance, accounting 
technology and tax law. 

These prepares them for a career as 
an accountant in large or small 
business, public institutions as well 
as work in other related fields of 
business, entrepreneurship or 
finance. Graduates can also opt to 
work independently as a private 
accountant.

Accounting & Finance

Popular Degrees to Study 
in the UK

From BMW’s i3 electric car to 
personal drones, Google Glass to the 
vast potential of modern transport 
systems, the force behind many of 
the world’s greatest advances is 
often a team of engineers. 
Engineering graduates are likely to 
find themselves in high demand 
across a wide range of sectors. 

The UK has some of the best and 
highest-ranked engineering schools 
in the world. That’s why engineering 
degrees in the UK are a popular 
choice among international 
students. Most engineering 
programmes are three year, full-time 
degrees.

Top Places to Study for 
International Students

Place of Study       Cost/year

Top Places to Study for 
International Students

The University of Manchester       £20,000
University of Exeter      £17,500
City University London      £16,000
Sheffield Hallam University     £11,500
Bangor University                        £12,250

Place of Study       Cost/year

Top Places to Study for 
International Students
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Law

Medicine

Business & 
Management Studies

Aston University    £13,500
Coventry University   £11,500
University of Ulster   £12,500
Middlesex University London  £11,200
Glyndŵr University            £10,500

Place of Study    Cost/year

Top Places to Study for 
International Students

King's College London   £15,200
University of Glasgow   £14,500
University of Aberdeen   £12,600
The University of Manchester  £15,500
University of Bristol   £15,600

Place of Study    Cost/year

Imperial College London           £36,400
The University of Manchester        £19,000
The University of Nottingham        £18,270
King's College London                £19,570
The University of Edinburgh         £24,400

Place of Study    Cost/year

Given the prestige associated with 
the medical professions and the 
extremely challenging nature of 
most medical careers, it’s 
unsurprising that getting a medical 
degree is extremely popular among 
international students. 

Medical graduates can expect fairly 
secure career prospects (after all, 
society will always need doctors), 
with significant financial rewards. 
The MBBS programme is a five year, 
full-time degree (two years of 
pre-clinical and three years of 
clinical).

Law degrees have always been 
among the most sought-after and 
widely respected courses to study in 
the UK. A law degree is usually the 
first step along the path to a career 
in the legal sector, often followed by 
further study and training to become 
a practicing solicitor or barrister. 

Law degrees are notoriously 
challenging and for many students, 
the attraction lies in the unique 
combination of human interest and 
intellectual stimulation provided, 
not to mention the attractive career 
prospects too. The L.L.B. programme 
is a three year, full-time degree.

The UK is a global hub for industries 
including finance, trading, 
management consultancy and 
marketing. Being a business 
student in the UK will allow 
exposure to these industries 
first-hand. 

A major in business prepares 
graduates for a variety of different 
careers in management, marketing, 
sales, advertising, financial analysis 
or entrepreneurship. The Business 
and Management programme in the 
UK is a three year, full-time degree.

Top Places to Study for 
International Students

Top Places to Study for 
International Students
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Scholarships for 
international 

students 

Scholarships for 
international 

students 

UK offers a great quality of higher education and trusted university diplomas, but studying 
in the UK usually comes with high tuition fees. If you’re short on funds but want to get world 
class education, we have a solution for you: apply for one of the many scholarships and get 
a chance to study in UK universities for free (or at least for a cheaper price)!

UK offers a great quality of higher education and trusted university diplomas, but studying 

Scholarships for 
international 

students 

Scholarships for Scholarships for Scholarships for 
international international international international 

students students students students 

Scholarships for Scholarships for Scholarships for Scholarships for Scholarships for 
international 

students 

Scholarships for Scholarships for Scholarships for 
international international international international 

£10
10

Bank of 
England

UK offers a great quality of higher education and trusted university diplomas, but studying 
in the UK usually comes with high tuition fees. If you’re short on funds but want to get world 

students students students students students 

In most cases, you will have to get an enrollment letter 
at a UK institution prior to applying for scholarships.  
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T� Student Cities
in the UK
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Belfast Cardiff
With glamourous music nights 
and festivals like Sŵn, which 
has previously hosted Beirut, 
The Cribs and Alt J among 
others, Cardiff really is a city on 
the up. Cardiff is a compact 
and cosmopolitan place that 
you can enjoy whether you 
want to live in the fast lane or 
chill out in some of the city’s 
quieter spots. From leafy parks 
to vibrant venues, there’s time 
to enjoy everything it has to 
offer.

Give yourself half an hour 
with a Belfastian and we 
guarantee that you’ll know 
everything there is to know 
about them and how 
amazing their city is. 
Belfast is one of Europe’s 
most vibrant and friendly 
city. It’s a great place with 
extensive parklands for 
walking and cycling, 
restaurants, and a thriving 
nightlife and pub scene. 

London University students: 403,750 
Universities: 40 higher-education 
institutions are officially based in London.

London isn't for everyone. However, many students can be 
quick to dismiss it as an option; put off by the high cost thanks 
to the concentration of world-class universities and facilities. 

As for entertainment, you'd be hard-pressed to visit London 
and find yourself with nothing to do. Whether you want to 
experience London's historical buildings, sample its many pubs 
or join the crowd at a local football match, the British capital 
is anything but boring. After all, as Samuel Beckett famously 
said, "When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life".

EDINBURGH University students: 58,850 
Universities: Edinburgh, Edinburgh Napier, 
Heriot-Watt, Queen Margaret University, SRUC

In the news, something has changed in Edinburgh since last year. Yes, the 
trams are finished (hooray!). Other than that, ‘The Capital’ is much the same 
as it always has been - bursting with lovely architecture, grandiose castles, 
nice pubs, and the world’s biggest arts festival. Adrenalin junkie? You don’t 
have to look far. The city is surrounded by big hills called The Lothians, which 
make ideal location for hiking and adventure activities.

Northern Ireland Wales

Scotland

University students: 55,980 
Universities: Ulster, Queen's University Belfast

University students: 44,000 (12.7%)
Universities: Cardiff, Cardiff Metropolitan, 
Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama
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Some of you may be familiar with the idiom ‘sent to Coventry’ – meaning to be 
isolated from exciting events. But don’t be fooled. Coventry may feel smaller and 
less touristy, but it’s picturesque, cozy and has a huge number of cultural events, 
from Sunday markets to riotous club nights. It is literally a medieval town famous 
for its green spaces, young population, nightlife and multiculturalism. What more 
can you ask for?

Coventry University students: 58,485 
Universities: Coventry, 
Warwick

Nottingham University students: 63,560 
Universities: Nottingham, 
Nottingham Trent

Home to no less than five universities, Birmingham is also home to the UK's biggest 
student population outside the capital. Birmingham sometimes gets a bad rep 
despite being the UK’s second city. Some cynics have even argued that the best 
thing to come out of Birmingham is the train to London, but this is definitely not the 
case! The city centre is full of shops, restaurants, clubs and music venues. While 
Birmingham's cultural diversity is reflected in the arts, there are annual festivals of 
jazz, comedy, poetry, film and literature.

Birmingham

A city of culture, music and sport, you’ll always find something to do in 
Manchester. It doesn’t take long to realize Manchester is especially well 
known among international students as the home of the Manchester United 
Football Club. Manchester claims to be the UK’s third best student city after 
London and Edinburgh. This strong position is due largely to the prestigious 
universities in Manchester, as well as a fun student life that would give 
London a run for its money. 

Manchester
University students: 76,095 
Universities: Manchester, 
Manchester Metropolitan, Royal 
North College of Music

Yes, Nottingham is the home of everyone’s favourite vigilante altruist: Robin 
Hood. This city has no end of cultural amusements. There’s an underground 
casino, the caves and some pubs which are partially underground. Basically 
if you are part mole you will love it here. If you get bored of being 
underground, why not go ice skating at the Capital FM arena, take in a show 
at the Nottingham Playhouse or get mugged in Radford? The rich tapestry 
of life is simply waiting to be enjoyed in Notts.

England

England

England

England

University students: 79,135 
Universities: Birmingham, 
Birmingham City, University College 
Birmingham, Aston, Newman



For visa purposes, international students undertaking 

study in London will have to budget £1,020 for each 

month of stay in the country, while those who study in outer 

London or the rest of the UK will have to show £820 per month in 

order to prove they can cover the cost of living in the UK.

How much does it COST
to live in 

the UK
If you thought the cost of living in the U.K. was 

getting ridiculous, you’d be right on the money. A 

recent cost of living comparison by British 

bank NatWest has called this place 

one of the most expensive 

countries to study in the world!

London

Southampton

Bristol

Cambridge

Birmingham

Liverpool

Leisure
/month

Food/month Utilities
/month

Transport
/month

Rent/month Others
/month

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Dundee

Cardiff

Belfast

CITY
£ 320 £ 96 £ 76 £ 36 £ 108 £60

£ 428 £ 104 £ 48 £ 32 £ 72 £ 34

£ 400 £ 112 £104 £ 52 £128 £ 44

£ 292 £ 92 £ 80 £ 32 £ 80 £ 44

£440 £120 £ 88 £84 £ 108 £ 52

£ 328 £ 108 £ 80 £ 48 £ 72 £ 36

£ 308 £120 £ 80 £ 32 £ 98 £ 52

£ 344 £ 112 £ 60 £ 64 £ 80 £ 36

£ 260 £ 104 £ 84 £ 48 £ 84 £ 52

£ 296 £ 96 £ 64 £ 52 £ 72 £ 40

£ 280 £ 72 £ 56 £ 52 £ 84 £ 40

Source: NatWest Student Living Index 2015

TOTAL/
month

£ 696

£ 718

£ 840

£ 620

£ 892

£ 672

£ 690

£ 696

£ 632

£ 620

£ 584

Scan the QR code to 
find out more about 
studying in the UK 
with a limited budget.
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How to Be
an

Englishman

Wave Like The Queen

America may keep their fist bumps; the British, the royal wave. Restricted to only 
a few distinguished members of the royal family and most iconically made 
popular by the Queen of England herself, the wave has been described as “a 
vertical hand with a slight twist from the wrist, a classy affair that oozes decorum, 
class, elegance and character”.

Queueing is so important that even the Minister of Immigration has said, “The 
art of queuing - the very simple act of taking one’s turn is one of the things that 
hold our country together.” So yes, Brits take queuing very seriously. If you are 
bad at it, learn it now, please. 

Drop the Boh tea and go English by opting for PG Tips or Yorkshire tea. Make it 
right by adding the milk first and not more than 2 teaspoons of sugar. In true 
Briton fashion, ask others how they’ll like theirs too. 

The Brits do not respond well to brash and outlandish behavior. Up your chances 
of blending in with the royals by reading up the British Book of Etiquette like the 
Middletons; in no time, you’ll be sipping Twinings Darjeeling tea over scones 
and jam #likearoyal. Don’t forget to point your pinky up!

I say, you 
are quite 
the heavy 

fellow
Why, thank you 
for noticing, sir

1) Face palm 
inward

3) Face palm 
outward

2) Turn palm 
slowly

Correct Incorrect

Haven’t i seen you 
before?

Step 1

Queue Like a Boss

Step 2

Know Your Tea

Step 3

Be Polite at All Times

Step 4
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Many universities and colleges will assist you with information about 
accommodation either on-campus or off-campus. We suggest it’s best you arrive 

earlier at your university to check out your housing options yourself. It’ll give you a chance to have 
an idea on how things work, as well as get information on trusted landlords and agents. Though 
rental differs from city to city, expect to whip up at least £300 per month. Places 
fill up quickly as demand generally exceeds supply.

Choosing this comes with more 
responsibilities: cooking, cleaning, 
laundry, paying bills - all these you would 
have to do by yourself. University flats 
and houses are usually located 
off-campus so you would have to travel 
to your classes every day. 

Halls are basically hostels with 6 to 8 rooms 
per floor where you’d probably share a room 
and bathroom with your roommates. For 
more privacy, you might want to consider 
newer rooms known as “en-suite” that come 
with an attached bathroom. Most halls 
provide breakfast and dinner which’ll help 
reduce your spending on food. In addition to 
catered halls, there are also self-catered ones 
that allow you to cook your own food in a 
shared kitchen. You can also expect to find 
cleaning and laundry services too. 

Many universities and colleges will assist you with information about 
accommodation either on-campus or off-campus. 

earlier at your university to check out your housing options yourself.
an idea on how things work, as well as get information on trusted landlords and agents. Though an idea on how things work, as well as get information on trusted landlords and agents. Though 
rental differs from city to city, expect to whip up at least £300 per month. Places 

INSTITUTION-OWNED 
ACCOMODATION

Halls of Residence

University Flats

What kind of 
accommodation

is the best
For you?

So, you finally got your acceptance letter to 
your dream university in the UK! Congrats on 
this new chapter of your life! So while you're still 
at home enjoying your final weeks of freedom 
before starting university life, it’s a good time to 
start searching for the accommodation in your 
new country. 
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Owned by an individual or a company, this 
type of accommodation gives you a lot of 
freedom but also requires you to be well 
organised in paying bills on time. Ask the 
housing officer at your university to 
recommend you trustworthy owners 
before making a decision. 

Rent a room in a family home. You will have your own 
room but will be sharing your bathroom and kitchen 
with the landlord. You’ll have to obey house rules 
which usually include no smoking, keeping quiet during 
the evenings and ensuring the place is clean. Living in 
family houses help you to learn a lot about the local 
culture and customs. 

Newly built student residences offer en-suite rooms 
and studios with stylish modern interior design as 
well as communal areas and facilities. Utilities are 
commonly included in the cost and there will always 
be an on-site management team to help you deal 
with any inconveniences you may encounter. 

Lodgings

Private 
Apartments

If you’re searching for a place to stay for a few weeks to one year, check out these 
helpful resources:

International Students House: www.ish.org.uk 
Non-profit housing association: www.zebrahousing.com

Private student residences: studentpad.co.uk, 
iq-student-accommodation.com, iStudentAccommodation.com 

PRIVATEly-OWNED 
ACCOMODATION

Student Residences

Bedsits
Imagine living in the family house but without the 
landlord. You’ll have a lot more privacy living in bedsits 
than in family house; however, you might feel a tad 
lonely.
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FOREIGNERS DO

That drive the British

ABSOLUTELY 
NUTS

Touch the 
Royal Guards

Telling the 
cabbie which 
way to go

Blocking the 
escalators

6 Things

You can jump and walk 
around in front or beside 
them and for the most part 
they will ignore you. But the 
moment you lay a finger on 
them, prepare for a world of 
hurt! What people seem to 
forget is that these guards 
are actually trained military 
personnel. They wouldn't be 
guarding s@#t if they were 
just random people who 
wanted to wear fuzzy hats.

Unlike in Malaysia, where 
anyone can drive a taxi, in 
the UK it is a trade that 
require YEARS of training 
and memorization of 
streets. A Black Taxi London 
cabbie, for example, knows 
the routes like the back of 
their hand. Don’t insult him 
by thinking you know better. 
Also, never take a ‘mini-cab’ 
anywhere; they’re 
unregulated and will most 
likely not know where you’re 
going, and rip you off along 
the way.

In the UK people like to race 
up - or down - the left side of 
escalators in stores, 
airports, the Underground or 
train stations. Somehow, 
they believe the half a 
second they shave off their 
journey will get them 
wherever they are going 
faster. So, do stay on the 
right side. Otherwise, you'll 
see a lot of frowning faces 
and have to suffer the 
indignity of people trying 
push past your left side.
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Confuse 
England 
with the 
rest of 
the UK

Ask someone 
to speak English

Not have 
your travel 
ticket or 
card ready 

What do you think of as 
"British English?" Perhaps 
something like how Hugh 
Grant speaks? Britain is made 
up of four countries; so, 
expect a huge amount of 
variation in the way people 
speak. If someone sounds 
strange, and you don't 
understand anything coming 
out of their mouth, DO NOT 
ask them to speak English. 
They're probably just from 
Birmingham, Wales, Scotland 
or Ireland.

This is something you really 
should do. If you stop at the 
fare gate, then only fish 
through your bag for your 
metro card, you’ll get 
straight up murdered. Or 
worse, tutted at. Don’t be 
bloody selfish and have your 
Oyster Card ready before 
you reach the barrier. If you 
can't find it, for your own 
sake,  STEP OUT OF THE 
WAY.

Nothing annoys someone 
from Scotland or Wales 
more than being called 
English. In Northern Ireland 
if you call a local English, 
you could even start a brawl. 
More than once I've heard a 
tourist say something along 
the lines of, "When I decided 
to come here to England…" 
when standing in the middle 
of Edinburgh or beside a 
Welsh castle. Don’t do it. 
Use Britain and British as 
safe general terms.

NO LITTERING PLEASE
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in the UK
Over-rated Tourist 
Destinations

Old Bushmills 
Distillery

Belfast, Northern Ireland

Instead of downing a pint at the 
distillery in Bushmills, skip the tour 
and get directly to the nearby 
beer gardens in Belfast. From the 
fabulous National Grande Cafe to 
the Treehouse hideaway, the 
perfect oasis in the middle of the 
city will not only give you a more 
genuine Irish experience, but it’ll 
also get you buzzed a lot faster. 
Why learn how liquor gets brewed 
when you could be drinking it?

Stonehenge Monument
Wiltshire, England

London Eye
London, England

Oh, come on London, do you really 
need to turn a Ferris wheel into one of 

your top attractions? An amusement-park-like 
attraction is definitely not the solution. Don’t fall into the tourist trap and 
blow 20 quid. A better option is to go to the Roman Bath at Bath. Sure 
it’s just as expensive, but your view will include the 
Sacred Spring, the Roman Temple, the Roman 
Bath House as well as the Roman Museum. 

Stonehenge is smaller than you think, you 
can’t  even get close to it, and it’s hours from 
London, surrounded by nothing else 
noteworthy. Instead of walking around 
Stonehenge with all the tourists, go out of 
your way to see the Callanish Standing 
Stones at Scotland’s Isle of Lewis. Not only is 
the nature beautiful, you can get a lot closer 
than at Stonehenge. 
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Buckingham 
Palace

London, England

Just because the mall with the Union Jack flag screams “British” doesn't mean 
that the Queen is sitting in there, sipping tea and gazing out at you. Don’t get 
me wrong, the palace itself is spectacular, but hoards of tourists hang around 
the place ALL DAY poking their noses through the iron bars. Skip the crowds 
and explore the Hampton Court Palace in Richmond instead, which are 
definitely worth the visit … and (probably) won't infect you with anything.

Hopefully you aren't even tempted to pay 
the exorbitant entrance fee to the Tower of 
London or Tower Bridge. Overpriced places 
crowded with tourists is not our idea of a 
cultural experience. Instead opt for these big 
museums: Tate Modern, British Museum, the 
National Gallery, Tate Gallery, and  National 
Portrait Gallery, then you can just walk in 
and have a great time without laying down a 
single sterling.

Tower of London
London, England

Basically, it’s just a museum without artifacts. 
And a lot of readings on the walls. You don’t 
even get to see the famed replica of the 
amazing Titanic staircase, unfortunately. Trust 
me, you would want to instead head to the 
fantastic countryside of Snowdonia in Wales. 
Talking of breathtaking views, yes I was, 
weren’t you listening? Wales has plenty for 
those who like to visit nature. No wonder the 
area is featured so heavily in local legends, 
including those based around King Arthur.

The Titanic Quarter
Belfast, Northern Ireland

Tower of London
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Who loves cheese? Well, now you get to chase wheels of cheese 
down a 90-metre hill with all your other cheese-lover friends! 

Just head on to Cooper’s Hill for its annual cheese-rolling 
event. Be careful though as the hill is uneven and steep. You 

don’t want to go home with bruises or worse: 
broken bones that even the best 

cheese can’t cure. 

Cheese Rolling

This rural tradition of making funny grimaces by the English dates 
back to 1267; since then, it’s celebrated as the World Gurning 
Championship in Egremont, England. While this seems like a fun 
tradition, some take this competition very seriously. Case in point - 
4-time gurning champion Peter Jackman removed his teeth in 2000 to 
better manage his facial expressions. 

Gurning

Straw Bear Day is celebrated every January in Fenland, the 
eastern part of England. This tradition marks the start of the 
agricultural year where people dressed in straw parade in 
town to earn gifts - money, food or beer - from the 
community. 

“Straw Bear” Day
Straw Bear Day is celebrated every January in Fenland, the 
eastern part of England. This tradition marks the start of the 
agricultural year where people dressed in straw parade in 
town to earn gifts - money, food or beer - from the 
community. 
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Yeah, so the Brits actually find it fun to muddle around bogs, so much so that they have the World 
Bog Snorkelling Championship held annually in Llanwrtyd Wells. Mud-lovers race through 36 
metres of disgusting filth and you’d be surprised to know that this event actually attracts participants 
from all over the world, with a substantial amount of money raised for charity every year.

Scot brides have it bad. Instead of celebrating the upcoming nuptials, brides-to-be are instead 
covered with rotten eggs, milk, feather and every other disgusting thing you can think of. If that’s not 
enough, she then parades around town. Mind you, it’s the friends of the bride-to-be that do this. With 
friends like these, who needs enemies? 

Bog Snorkelling

Blackening The Bride
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Hugely popular fry-up consisting of eggs, cooked to your liking 
(poached, scrambled, omelettes, or sunny side up), 
mouthwatering bacon, “bangers” (British sausages), 
mushrooms, grilled tomatoes and baked beans - it’s to die for. 

English Breakfast

Not exactly a pie - pastries with a lid - these pies consist of 
minced meat slow-cooked with vegetables and topped with 
mashed potato. Shepherd’s pie uses lamb while minced beef is used 
for cottage pies.

Staple British cuisine made up of deep fried fish - cod, 
haddock or plaice - served with chips and accompanied 
by tartar sauce.

Fish & Chips

Shepherd’s Pie
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The image of a fish heads popping out of a pie might not sound exactly appetizing 
but this Cornish dish actually packs a punch for those brave enough to try it!

It’s basically eel bits drowned in fish-flavoured jello with spices 
and malt vinegar - if you must, turn up your nose, and 
have some whisky nearby.

Jellied Eels

Made up of all the nasty sheep bits like the heart, lung, liver and intestine, and 
finally stuffed into a sheep’s stomach, we know this sounds gross. But, 
haggis-lovers swear by this Scottish favourite which some describe taste like 
the tastiest, pepperiest meatloaf that goes well with mashed potato and 
loads of gravy. Oh, don’t forget to down all that with either some good stout 
or whisky!

Haggis

Stargazey Pie

An English side dish that’s a staple of the classic British Sunday 
roast. You can eat it on its own, or with gravy and beef.

Yorkshire Pudding

Also known as Dead Man’s Arm or DeCleats’, this British pudding is 
essentially a �at-rolled pudding spread with jam and rolled up, 
then steamed or baked. It’s a hugely popular classic.

Jam Roly-Poly

Looks like a chocolate, but don’t be fooled! Not for the 
fainthearted, this delicacy is made up of onions, oatmeal, pork fats 
and, wait for it - pork’s blood. Eat at your own risk.

Black Pudding
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If you’re an avid blogger, then you’d definitely know Nuffnang, one of the 
largest blog ad networks in Southeast Asia. Tiah, himself previously an avid 

blogger and economics graduate from University College London, 
always had a knack for the online business world. Nominated by 
Businessweek as one of the 25 best young Asian entrepreneurs, 
Tiah was also shortlisted for the prestigious Ernst & Young 
Entrepreneur of the Year last month. He also champions the RHB 
Excellence Award for Business category.

Penang-born Goh Ai Ching is the co-founder of Piktochart, a web 
application that helps people with no design experience to create 
beautiful infographics, a popular medium to share information on 
the web. A graduate in experimental psychology of the University of 
Bristol, Goh had experimented with investment banking, media 
at P&G, attempted at entrepreneurship and hence finally 
Piktochart. Today, Piktochart has over 400, 000 users and count 
Harvard University, Cornell University, Deloitte, World Wildlife 
Fund, Marriott, Red Bull and General Electric amongst their Pro 
users. 

Fadza, the co-founder and CEO of FashionValet - Malaysia's leading online 
fashion e-commerce company - holds a Masters in Aeronautical Engineering 
from Imperial College London. Despite his young age, he and his wife Vivy 

Yusof have made a prominent mark in the industry through the company's 
support for local and emerging brands. FashionValet has recently 

achieved the RM10 million revenue mark  and secured a multimillion 
dollar investment led by Elixir Capital, an American global private 

equity firm – incredible feats for a mere five-year-old company.

Timothy 
Tiah

Goh Ai 
Ching

Fadza 
Anuar

Co-founder, NuffNang
University College London

Co-founder, Piktochart
University of Bristol

Co-founder, FashionValet
Imperial College London, UK

Malaysian entrepreneurs who 
graduated from UK 
universities3
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Get dapper haircuts at 
trendy salons from 
stylists in-training: 
cheaper yet fashionable

Before buying anything, check out The Freecycle Network. It 
offers unwanted things by others, usually in pretty good condition, 
for absolutely FREE. If you still can’t find it there, check Ebay, 
Gumtree or other charity shops before heading to the mall.

Got your enrolment letter already? 
Congratulations! Before you start 
worrying about how you’re gonna 
have fun with a super tight budget, 
we’ve got you covered. Check out 
our compilation of cool tips to stay 
on budget without having to live 
like a hermit in the UK.

Grooming

Free gym trials. At 
every location you can 
find, till you run out

Fitness

Fashion

If you have zero self 
control, stay clear of  
the malls. Seriously, 
don’t even walk pass 
them

Shopping

Got a sweet tooth? 
Check out coffee 
shops and bakeries at 
the end of the day and 
score free baked 
goodies. Do the same 
for pizzerias and 
popcorn stations 

Snacking

Swap clothes with your 
fashionista friends. If you 
must spend, check out a 
bargain shopper’s heaven - 
PRIMARK
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• Split your train tickets. Buy several tickets instead of one ticket 
for your trip - you’ll be shocked how big the difference can be. The 
catch - the train must call at stations you buy the tickets for.

• To fill up seats, train and bus companies often offer discounts. If 
you’re lucky, you only pay £1 for your rides, and if you’re even 
luckier, you can travel around UK for less than £20. 

• Why not screw public transport and instead bike to your 
destinations? You save a ton, plus you’ll get a good workout.  
Win-win!

• Plan and shop for your meals only weekly

• Set a fixed budget and bring only enough to cover 
what’s on the list

• Don’t shop when you’re hungry. You’ll regret buying 
things you don’t need

• Buy home brands and see if you can tell the difference

• Save a third on your rail journeys by getting a Young Person’s 
Railcard. Cost £30 a year. Flash that NUS Extra card and you’ll get 
another 11% discount.

• Buy tickets only 12 weeks out, or super last minute. For cheap 
train tix, check out thetrainline.co.uk

16% Discount
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Final 
checklist

the UK

D�’t f�get y�r VISA!
VISA TYPE

ENGLISH 
REQUIREMENTS

Tier 4 (General) student visa
Costs £322 to apply for this visa from 
outside the UK

IELTS - 5.5 and above 
(in each of the four skills: listening, 
speaking, writing and reading)

MEDICAL INSURANCE
If you’re coming to the UK for more than 6 
months, you have to pay an additional £150 
per year as part of the Immigration Health 
Surcharge to access the National Health 
Service (NHS) treatment.

M.AO-Levels
/SPM

APPLYING
Apply 3 months before the start of your 
course. Usually you’ll get decision within 15 
days after applying. 

What do I need f� my VISA?
- Certificate of acceptance for studies (CAS) 
from your chosen place of study

- TB certificate from an approved TB test 
clinic

- A current passport or other valid travel 
documentation

- One passport-sized colour photograph with 
your name written on the reverse side

- Proof that you can support yourself and 
pay for your course

- Proof of parental or other legal guardian 
consent if you’re under 18

You have to complete your Tier 4 student 
visa application form (Appendix 8 is not 
required), pay your visa fee and book an 
appointment at your visa application 
centre online at www.visa4UK.fco.gov.uk 

STPM/
A-levels

IETLS
>5.5

+

If you
pass . . . 

If you
fail . . . Foundation 

Studies
Foundation 

pass . . . 

B.A

to study in
Pathways
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The backpack or crossbody bag is the most versatile item you’ll 
have. You’ll use backpacks a lot, going to classes, hopping on 
the train to visit nearby towns or countries, or just staying 
overnight in your friend's place. Proper-sized crossbody 
bags are suitable for a day of shopping and can easily 
transition to the night out with your girlfriends. 

Scarves are extremely versatile accessories to add to your 
limited wardrobe. Moreover, you can always use it to cover 
your shoulders from the wind during summer days and keep 
yourself warm during the winter as well.

We’re not kidding. You may have heard 
about the rainy British weather; 
unfortunately, it’s all true. The weather 
changes dramatically throughout the day. It 
may be cloudy and windy in the morning, 
sunny at noon and then rainy in the evening. 
Do not go out of your home without a 
raincoat or umbrella. It doesnt really matter 
which raincoat you choose - trench coat, 
casual zip-up or parka - just be sure it’s 
waterproof. Helps if it’s with  insulation too!

Imagine seeing Prince Harry across the 
street; you’d definitely want to take a 
wefie with him. Most times, your camera 
phone can’t quite capture that sharp 
shot you want in the gloomy British 
weather. So, it’s best you have a handy, 
portable camera for such occasions!

Pack or be ready to buy more warm and preferably waterproof 
clothing and shoes. Get yourself all weather-ready so that you can 
focus more on experiencing your life in a new country!

Oh yea, sometimes you’d 
want to go to a classy party 
or attend a friend's birthday. 
That’s when you might 
want to wear something a 
little bit more special. Don’t 
forget to bring at least one 
pair of neutral-coloured 
dressy shoes as well. 

A g�d cam�aFancy 
dress 
�tfits

Backpack (� a �oss body bag)

Sc�ves

Rain coat

The weather is horrible in the UK, some 
may say. It’s gloomy and cloudy for the 
most part of the year, plus, it rains a lot. 
We’ve come up with a list of must-have 
items for you to be prepared for the 
unexpected things in your new country.

Essentials

The backpack or crossbody bag is the most versatile item you’ll 
have. You’ll use backpacks a lot, going to classes, hopping on 
the train to visit nearby towns or countries, or just staying 
overnight in your friend's place. Proper-sized crossbody 
bags are suitable for a day of shopping and can easily 

f� the 

UK1

2
3

4 5

Read more about 5 things you 
wished you’d know before 
studying abroad in the UK
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